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the story moves at a snails pace and is not the kind of story that
keeps you glued to the edge of your seat. initially, the dialogue
gets tedious, but it picks up much later. the film is also lacking in
the elements that made the original so special; the simple charm
of a woman saving herself from the clutches of a sleazy man
whose only motive to leave his wife was for a night of passion.
the original bunty aur babli had a clear destination and a clear
aim and that aim was to make a statement that women have to
fight for their rights in a patriarchal society. there are repeated
references to women being used and abused. even in the song ji
jawaani me, he utters this scriptural line, sarva dharma mam
pame mam priyaadam darshanam chiranam vandavaandame
kimbal. theres a typical scene where an old woman is abducted
by the antagonist and his brother, its called the brotherhood of
man thing, who do you think gets the most screentime? im not
exactly sure what can be done to modernize the plot of a film
about two con artists, but something has to be done. a major
conversation takes place between rakesh and vimmi at the end
of which he says, "disht ke saath khabar mein ho, babar mil jaaye
bahut hui hai, sabh karo." another song adds to the cliched
message that men deserve to be treated like human beings. a lot
of this talk can be a throwaway point because you already know
how the screenplay will end and you only bother with it because
of the fantastic music and the legacy of the screen legend that is
the baddie in the film. you know he is coming to mess with you
and you have to take him on. this baddie is the epitome of evil.
he is the ultimate makeover that makes you forget he is an actor,
and that you know he has played several roles before this.
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saif ali khan is the most popular face that you have met since the
original. from the first scene of the flick to the last, he plays his
mark as if hes never played one. his chemistry with the person
playing his onscreen wife is super strong and he immediately
seems to be the part of the original right away. for some, the

appeal of bunty aur babli is the improbable chemistry between its
protagonists, while for others it is the high-energy song-and-

dance numbers. for me, it is the perfect fusion of these factors.
the plot may be generic, but the performances, the direction, and

the song-and-dance number sequences make it resonate in a
way that is kind of inspirational. in comparison, the heavily-sung
shehrona is chirpy and readable. the scenes where vimi kumar

(played by a wheelchair-bound sachin shroff) is making an effort
to get out of the chair are as subtle as a gag cracked by two
stodgy friends at a party. gurmeet choudhary, the perspiring

hero, comes across as a pukka yet laid-back film hero,
completely comfortable with his place and not uptight like his
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contemporaries. the comedy is mostly situational, which means
that theres no time to lapse into shaupiyat, which makes for a

short and punchy ride. its joy-ride is certainly worth watching and
if you like the original, you wouldnt be disappointed. but for those

who love watching old movies and have a fondness for mirza
jamsheds kishore kumar, there are far better slots to spend your
hard-earned money. the writer is a freelance journalist and likes
to tweet on topics such as cinema, politics and filmmaking. he

has directed short films and been awarded for his script writing,
styling and have worked with the likes of t-series, pvr and bengali
film director imtiaz ali. he is also a regular contributor to ndtv and
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